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suMMARY ~
Charts.are presented in terms of dimensionless parameters
to facil.iwte the computation involved in the solution of equations
of one-dimensional steady flow of a impressible fluid, These .
@=ts can be effectively used in analyses involving constant or .“
variable specific heats In the subsonic and supersonic rangea.
Examples are given ‘inwhich the charts are applied to the one-
.
dimensional analysis of ideal adiabatic steady flow in duct,sof
varying area and of nonisentropic frtction.lesssteady.flows. A
* discussion is aleo.given”of,the applica~icm of the charts “in-the
analysis @ adiabatic st&adj flow with external forces and,of.flm~-—” —
simultaneotisljinvolving friction} cha&es in area, “andadditi,onof
heat. ..-.,,
-. ~.,
--
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INTRODUCTION
Many of the problems involving the,steady flowof a compressible
fluid in a duct.can be ‘solvedwith mx?ficient accuracy for ,-
engineering purposes by t-:ba%ingtb.eflcr as “op-dtiens%mal”; that
is, a flow i.Iwhich tihcVel’OeiTyj%“ti.epre{skre, and the twaperature;
of ths flu~d,.a..eP.25wit3dLo be com3%nt u(sr any ~:ve~ crosti.sectlon
of the duct and are therefore fu?lctioneo~iy of the distance .alo~”” ‘ ““—
the duct. ..
. .
.’
In many cases the algebraic solution of these.one-dimensional
compressible flow problems is difficu].t,particularityfor flows with
velocities near the velocity of sound and flows with supersonic ..
velocities for which variations In specific heat and gas constant are
important. Numerous charts have been publishe~:for use in %he
solution of specific problbm inyolved in-the steady flow of a
l2
compressible fluid.
general nature that
problems concerning
N_4CATN No,
Thts report, however, ~resents charts of
facilitate’the solution of a large number
flow processes, which involve variable or
L419 -
a
of
constant
specific heats, fr~cti.on,heat transfer, and combuetlon tncluding a
change in mass flow and the a’ocompanyi~ change in momentum.
The application of the charts to the analysis of ideal adiabatio
steady flow in ducts of varying area Is illustrated by sample computa-
tions of the flow in a convergent-divergentnozzle and in M under-
expanding Jet and by calculation of the total temperature of a fluid
from its mea6ured jet +Jhrust. The use of the charts in the analysis
of nonisentropic frtctionless flows is illustrated by sample computa-
tions of theoretical normal compressibility shock, combustion in a
tube of constant cross section, flow in.a duct wtthan abrupt change
in cross-sectional area, and flow in @.Jet pump. :A discussion is
also given of the application of,thq.cjhar.tsIn the analysis of
adiabatic steady flow with external ??o~cesand of flows simultaneously
involving friction, uhsnges in,~ea,,and addition of’heat,
,,
.-
ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF CHARTS
The eteady flow of a compressible fluid in a duct can be
considered one dimensional if velocity, pressure, and temperature of
the fluid are assumed to be con~tant over any moss section of the
duet, Each flow parameter at any cross section oan be uniquely
determined from the principle of conservation of energy, the principle
of conservation of mass, the equation of state of the fluid, and the
specific heat of the fluid, when any four independent quantities suoh
as total energy, mam flow, statlo pressure, and croes-sect~,onalarea
are spectf’ied.
,.
Equations of one-dimensional flow of perfect gas with variable
specific heats. - If the fluid is a perf’ectgas, its total energy is
a function only of’its total temperature, A specification of the
total temperature is therefore equivalent’to a specification of the
total energy.
In accordance with the prlnuiple of,the conservattori’ofmsss as
applied to a one-dimensional flow, the total mass flow l+ “throughany
cross-sectional area A is a conqtant
,,
w=”puA = cons~nt, , ~ (1)
*
where u and P are the velocity and the density, respectively.
For convenience, all symbols are defined in the appendix.
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The equation.of state
., ,.
. ..
,.
where p, R, :a.n~.T are
temperature, rOspective,l?,
absolute unit of mass. .
of a perfeot gaa “is‘
,..
P = P@T (2i -
static pressure,gas oonstant, and static
and g is the ratio of gravitational to
,.-..
The important flow variables defined by the conservation laws
and.the equation of st+itemay bd ctibined into a set of related
dimensionless quantities ~/.mt, ptA/W~$~, and pA/W&,
called herein the velocity paraqe$er, the total-pressure parameter,
and the static-pressure parameter, respectively. This set of
dimensionless quantities is convenient because it explicitly contains
the mass flow W, the total temperature Tt,. and the total pres-
sure pt; “whichrekin’ constant in &any flow processes, and because
their interdependence can be represented in a simple graphical form.
Reference 1 shows that for eqmbustion gases within,the
of temperatures from about 700° to 2700° R the variation of
of specific heats y during an isentroplc expansiop can be
represented,,in the synibolsof this report, by the equtition
()
-z= 2
-0.014
y% Pt , “
range
the ratio
.“
(3) ‘
where yt is the ratio of specific heats at the total temper-
ature Tt of the fluid. The static temperature T corresponding
to each value of the pressure ratio ,p/pt is given by
. .
where 7T is an effective value of y defined by the relation
(4)
(5)
Because, for an ideal fluid, the ratio of specific heats 7 is
a function of only temperature, equations (3), (4), and (5) provide
a relation between the instantaneous ratio of specific heate y and
the static temperature T. Xt tq further shown in reference 1 that
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the velocity u is relateQ to the static pressure
sure pt, gao constant R, and total temperature
relation
p, total pres-
Tt by the
.
.
(6)
where y~ is”an effective value of 7 defined by the relation
-0.014
. .
,;~=. ~
nr’--
.:.. . . .
()
(7)
Yt - Pt.
.:
The density is relate& to.the pressure ?+nd&!mPerat~re ~Y the “
relation ‘ : . ,,, . .
‘>& c
,. “. . .,, .
.:
,.. ., p..a. &ly?
. ()
(8)
.,
gm” gRTt Pt
.’
,,
Equations (4), (6), and (8) cah Sgreplaced by similar equations
in which” ~h = ~ =“7t’+ 1.40 -#&n tii9 flilidis air at low tempera-
tures for which the spec~fi.c.heatmaJ he assumed to be constant. ..
.’
In terms of the velocity a~the density aa described by equa-
tions (6) and (8), the mass flow W through a ductiof area A is .
Which may be rearranged in two ways to define the total-pressure and
static-pressure parameters:
J_
..
pt A
“’::(,:,[($g “o)
,. ,’
.,. ,. :.. ,
,,
,.
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.
and .,
Q!L-=
v q--
-1”n
2 ‘T()P*
t r ?’h- q
.-
,
,
(n)
As shown in reference 2 (eqtiation(52)), the equation of
motion of a one-dimensionr31steady flow may be written (in the
notation of this paper) as
(12)
,,
where # is the sum of all external forces acting on the fluid per
unit lengtliincluding the fm’oe Of friotion at the walls of a tube
or a duct.
.
The total momentum (Wu + PA) has a special significance in
many problems involving the flow of a compressible fluid. The
total-monkmdnm parameter, whtch.is the sum of the velocity and the
statio-pressure parameters, is obteined by reducing the total
momentum to dimensicmless form by dividing by the te- W~glll?t
l?!uA=JL- PA
WAIZE q= ‘ V4E’
Equations of motion for underexpanding nozzle.
comwessible fluid is d-i=~=d iYoraa nozzle at a
(13)
- When a
higher static
pre~sure thm the pressure of’-’.,hefluid into which the-jet is flowing,
the fluid of the jet will expend beyond the nozzle. In figure 1, a
jet of gas is considered to discharge,through a convergent nozzle
from a large closed reservoir. A boundary is paseed through the jet
of gas just at the end of the nozzle and is drawn entirely around
the reservoir. The tbruet F produced by the jet is equal to the
momentum of the Jet Wun plus the pressure forces ~An - p~n;
that is,
(14)
—
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where O is the subscript referring to the disdm%e environment
and n is the subscript indicating conditions within the gas at
6
the nozzle exit; that is Un,..pn, and & are the velocity, the
pressure, and the area at the mouth of the nozzle, respectively.
The thrust F may be so used to define an effecttve velocity U.
that F = Vve. . ....
The effeotive velocity pirameter ‘e/ - ii therefore given
by
‘n& PoAn
—=— —-—
4
(15)
2< i% ’w@ E.? (--
.,
In-general, when po Is less than ~, the magnitudes .of-pn
and Un are unchanged by changes in po, In this ease, a simple
relation exists between the velocity ue and the pressure of the
disoharge environment PO, namely
(16) ,
.
l!lquations(15) and (16) are albo valid for the flow of a compressible 1
fluid from a.supersonic (convergent-divergent)nozzle .intoa region
in which the statio pressure is less than the dtscharge pressure as
.
determined at the mouth of the nozzle. In this ca8e, the” “’
subscript” n In equations (15) and (16) designates the cross section
at which free expansion begins; that is, the exit cross section of
the divergent section of the nozzle.
Equations (5), (6), (7), (8), (10), (11), and (13) indicate that
the dimensionless parameters U/{~; ptA/W~’~, PA/W~~>
and u/~~t + pA/W_ and the temperature ratio .T/Tt,are
functions only of the pressure ratio p/pt and the ratio of specific .-
heats at the total temperature ~t. For fixed values of yt, the
values of all the dimensionless flow parameters at one cross section
of a duct can be calculated ‘ifthe value of the pressure ratio, the
value of any one of the dlmensionlees,flow parameters, or the temper-
ature ratio is known.. If the dimensionless flow parameters at one 1
cross section of a duct are known and if”the variation of mass flow,
of area, and of total temperature along the duct is known, the
dimensionless flow parameters at any other cross section of the duct
can be computed with the 11.idof one additional relation, for example,
)
.
r
.
.
9
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constancy of total pr~ssqre, constancy of’total momentum, or, in the
case of the presence bf.an”eitp@@~.foTce~ th~,””useof eqUation (12)*
..
II :.
Description of the charts. “:The one-~imensional flow charts
consist of plots of the.velocity parameter u/qz~, the total-
pressure parameter”.ptA/W~~, and the.total-moment~ parameter
u/~~” + pA/W~~t against the static’-pressme paraeter
pA/lJ@t l The reciprocal of the velocity par&eter#”/u has
also been plotted to improve the accuracy at high values of the
Independent variable pA/W=. Figure 2(a) covers the range of
static-pressure parameter from O to 2.2 for cold air, that is, a
fluid with a constant ratio of specific heats of 1,40. A curve of
Mach number M plotted as a fupction of the static-pressure
parameter is included i.nfigure 2(a) for use when the initial
conditions are stated in terms of Mach number”. Figure 2(b) covers
the range of static-pressure parameter from O to 2.2 for hot gases
with variable specific heats, @ee values of the instantaneous
ratios of the specific heats at the total temperature of the
fluid yt of 1.26, 1.30, and.1.34 were chosen for calculations
with variable specif’i~heats. A ltiear vertical interpolation-may
be used to obtain the values of the dependent funoti-onsfor inter-
mediate values of yt~
Figure 2(c) co+ers the range of static-pressure parameter
from 2.2 to 4.4. Included in figure 2(c) is a curve of the
reciprocal of the Mach number plotted as a function of the static-
preqsure parameter for cold air with a constant ratio of specific
heats of 1.40. The use of hkch nuniberas the independent variable
has been purposely avoided in obtaining curves of the flow
parameters for variable specific heats in order to cbtain curves
(fig. 2(c)) that coincide for high values o~ the”s$titio-pressure
parameter for all values of the rat~o of specific heats at the total
temperature. Within the range of figu&&”2(6)-,the effects”o~ the
variation of y are negligible,on the Scale used and one plot is””
-.
therefore sufftct.entfor”all values of y from 1.26 to 1,40.
.
Beyond the range of the abscissa of figure 2(0), that is, for
values of static-pressure parameter ~eater than 4.4, the following
approximations to the compressible flow equations (equatiom (6)~
(10), (21), and (13)) &y be used tb @cula*e the.v~ious functionss
*==
(17)
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(18)
(20)
\
Equations (17), (18), and (19) are equations of incompressibleflow 1
arranged In dimensionless fo~. If a constant value of the ratio of
specific heats y of 1.40 is used in place of the ,effectivevalues
of 7 in equations (6) and (10), an expression for the reciprocal
of the velocity parameter can be obtained In terms o,?the
+,
quantity [pt/P) and the static-prbasure parameter. The
‘y
quantity (P /3?)
7
can bo expanded in a Taylor’s series in powers
of (pt - P) P inwhichal~ terms ~ter th~ second we found tobe
negligibly small. From equation (17) and the expression for the
reciprocal of the velooity parameter containing the first two terms
e
of the Taylorts sertqs expanuion of (P’JP) ~ , equation (20) is
determined.
In figure 2(a) for which y = 1.40j a vmtical.dot-daeh line
labeled u = a has been drawn through the minimum values of the
total-pressure parameter and t-otal-momentumpammeter, which oocur
at a local Mach number of 1, At this point the 8tatlc-pressure
parameter Is 0.7715. Subsonic flows are characterized by values of
static-pressureparameter greater than 0.7715; supersonic flows have
values of static-pressure parameter 10ss than 0.7715.
Subsonic and supersonic flows in fluids with variable speolfic
heats are chara@erlzed by values of’the statio-pressure parameter
that are greater or less, respectively, than the critical values of
the static-pressure parameter Indioated by theelant lines
labeled u = a on figure 2(b), which Intersect the curves of total- ‘ “
pressure parameter and total-momentum parameter at their respective .
minimums!
1
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The existence
and total-momentum
of minimum values of the total-pressu%e parameter
parameter automatically imposes the condition that
no flow is possible-for which the calculated kue of either of the
functions is less ”tkn their respective minimuhis.
..’
The dotted lines with the slope of -1 in figures 2(a)and Z(b)
have been drawn tangent to the velocity-parameter curve for the free
expansion of & compressible fluid “througha convergent nozzle to a
pressure below the”crttical discharge pressureae indicated by equa-
tion (16). The total-momentun parameter assoc@ed with the flet
discharged froman underexpandlng nozzle is a constant equal to that
at the critical discharge pressure (equation ($15));,,thehorizontal
dotted line tangent to the curve of total-momentum parameter at the
minimum point thus corresponds to the f,lowfzymna’convergent nozzle
. to”a region in which the pressure ik below the critical discharge
pressure of the nozzle.
Simil&rly dotted “lihe”swith a slope of -1 could be drawn from
the curve of velocity parameter on figures 2(a) and 2(b) to represent
.
the free expanston of a compressible fluid from supersonic nozzles,
The point on the curve of velocity parameter from which the dotted
line with s~ope of -1 is to be drawn would correspond to the value
of velocity parameter existing at the nozzle-exit cross”section.
. The total-momentum parameter associated with free expansion from the
supersonic pozzle is a constant,equal to the total-momentum parameter
at the nozzle exit.
.
For all cases of free expansion, the lines representing the
effective velocity parameter and the total-momentum paraue-ter
intersect at,a value of static-pressume parameter equal to zero.
For free expwsion, the area A used in the flow parameters
is the nozzle-exit area and the downstream static pressure ,p is
the pressure of the environment intowhich the fl~iidis flowing PO.
The values of pA/W@~, u/~~; and T/Tt as a function
of p/pt are shown on figure 3(a) for constant y of 1.40”&d in
figure 3(b) for variable specific heats with yt of 1.26, 1.30,
and 1.34. A curve of Mach number plotted as a function of.tkw pres-
sure ratio is included in figure 3(a) as an aid to calculations-in
which the given conditions are stated in the form of Mach number.
Curves of.Mach number, however, are not included in figure 3(b)
. because the use of Mach nfiber is not desirable when the one-
dimensional flow charts are used for analyses involving fluids with
variable,specific heats,- -.
*
The value of the ratio of specific heats of the fluid at its
total temperature isshcwn’in ftgu&e,4 for two .~rogen-chrbon ratios
--
.
. .
.
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,ofthe combustion gas, The value O* the gee constant R for the
same fluids is shown in figure 5. Equations for yt and R are
given in ~eferenoe 1.
The static-preesure,andtotal-pressure parameters are made
dimensionless by multiplying the paramet&”&m@it@ from the given
numerical data by the factor K given in table 1. In order to
facilitate plottlng special cuz%es.where greater accuracy Is desired
than can be obtained using figures 2,and 3, the ccmputed data used
in plotting these figures are given in tables 11 and 111. The values
of the nondimensional parameters at the critical pressure ratio for
four values of the ratio of specifi,cheats y are given in table IV.
,,..
OIW&DIMENSIONAL FLOW CHi.RIW
., ,:.. .
The following exardple6illustrate theuse of the one-dimensional
flow charts in the analysis of ideal adiabatic steady flow in ducts
of varying area and of nonisentropio frictionless.flows. The values
of the flow paraeters.used in the followi~ examples were taken
from large-scale plots of figures 2(a),.2(b),3(a),.and 3(0). A
discussion of the applicationof the charts to the analysis of flows
with ex.ternal.forces acting’is also included. P
Ideal Adiabgtl,cFlow,in.DuCts of Varyi~ Area
In a reversible-a~iabatic,or isen~rppic one-dimensional wteady-
flow process, the flow”is’characterize~by constant values of total
keMp?ratUre, tOtal pressuxe, and mas% flQw. .~e %Otal-pre69~re
Pmmeter ptA/W#@%?? is therefore proportional to the flow area.
The use of the charts to solve steady-flow problems in ducts of
varying area is illustrated by the following examples:
Convergent.divergentnozzle. - Consider the case of a ste@y-
flow process in a tube with a convergent.-divergentnozzle at the
exit in which upstream velocity, throat area, nozzle-exit area, and
di.sohargevelooity will be oomputed tii+hthe following conditions
given:
Upstream pasmageareti, Alj sq in..”, . . . . . . . . . . . . , 10
,Upetream static pressure, pl, lb/sq in. abs, . . . . . . . , 100
Total temperature, Tt, % . . . . , . . , . . ,’, L . , . “o 73.0
Mass flow, w, lb/see. . . . , . , . . , . . , , , , .’. , ,15.0
Nozzle-exit static pressure, P3J..lb/sq in? abs~~ . * l l o * ~4~7
Ratio of speoific heats, y, (Cohatant] “,* , l , l , , :. , 1.40
.
j-
.\
.
a-
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The upstream
conditions is
. ?. FT ,,,. ,..! :!.
static-pressure
:: .-$’:,... : f.
ii
. ..-
.:i.~ ‘1..‘ -. :: :.-: .-t:; —
parameter “&lculated from these
.,,.
..-..,...
.1 : .<:, ..
plA1 IOOX1OXK
.,,, r,::;l.,.:..-,- = ..,
.. -,.. i.., :Iw~&-- .“.15;0,,32:1?4.x.,53.35 ‘x.7i0 ‘.~~’...:.,.- .
.:);.:!,-l:-:.
..
-, .,.,.. ;* :”’!:-- .,- -..
= 1.943
where K is found from t’stileI (S6e‘footnote 2, table I) to be
32.174 for the particular set of u’riitsused.
I&em figure 2(a) at a sta;ic-pressure @rh&e&bf:l.94’3 .. ~
and ;:’.’
ptA1 :“
-“=’2:23.0
F
w ~t.’’>:.:
:, ..,. . .,
. ?:..,.,,,..
The upstream velocity”is ‘
.,-,.::..- .-.. .,:, .. ------,----
.‘1 ,~~74,x.z3;~35x..~l-o= 55Q.feet per second” .––..-----..—., . ..
,,.
The total pressure is found by use of the value of the total-
pressure parameter correspondi~ to the upstream static-pressure[.-.,.:,:.?-.-.
parameter. ..:
. .
~ ~ ~io,x 15’X&2j,174 X 53’,35.x71O:
r‘Pt . 32.174 x“1O
. :, “1 ‘ ‘“. ,. . .
= 114, p@i8””p& i~uarq iimh a~solute ~-..~
.-
;, ..-.
,.. .
$_hetot& pressure .pt can”also be foutidfrgm figure 3(a)
because the upstreaq static pree@e.,@nd “~$at.1~.-P&essure‘Pw~eter
,“
are known.
-.
. . -.
The total-pre.skure@am&r.for” critical yelocity at the ‘
throat of the nozz:e.,~stt.sminimw.valu,e. ~om ffgure 2(a)
,’ .-
...
ptA2
= 1.461
w j=
.-
.
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The throat area of the nozzle A2 i.stherefore . ,
- = 6.61 square inches.J42= 10 x ;.%
The static-prossurbparameter and velocity parameter at the
nozzle exit are found by first computing the ratio of statiu pres-
sure to total pressure at the nozzle exit.
P3 14.7 = 0,129
—’m‘ P*
Then from figure 3(a)’”atp3/pt = 0;129
P3+3
—= “b*,312
Mm ‘
.
.
. .
.
The nozzle-exit area A3 and discharge velooity U3 are therefore
A3 = 0.312 X 15 x“~l~35 x 7101407 X 32.174
= 10,92 square inches
U3 =1. 77 X_5~X~ u 1954 feet per ~econd
Underexpandi~ jet= - If the diverging section of the nozzle in
the previous example is removed, the fluid wI.11expand freely after
the nozzle to the discharge static pressure p3 of 14.7 pounds per
square inch absolute. The effective velooity ue) which can be
found for this type of flow from equation (15), is
.
P~+ p3A2 ‘
&’=&+=-=
.
.
\.
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where,.thesubscript 2 refers to the nozzle-exit section. A simpler
proce~ure, however, ie.to usethe dashed extension of the curve of
P3A2 ~~
velocity parameter in ’figure2(a). The term —
w q~t
.,
p3A2’ 14.7 x6.,61x32.174 ,
— = = 0.1888 ‘“”‘:’ ‘:
l?@T~ 15~32,174 x53,35 X ?=
“ .,,--
From the dashed extension of the curve of.,vdl~oityparameter of
figure 2(a), the effective velocity Parw9~PT. ue/=tJ which
P3A2 :,*0,1888 is ~ ~65
corresponds to an abscissa of —
wq~ “ “ “ l “
The effective”velocltf,is’”,, ..Jp.lfi+..-. -.
; :’. ,.~,’if>!..(..“ ,-. ..
,
.,
1.663~~;i74 x !ky5k710
‘e = ,, . .,. .,
-- –-— ——
.
)
,. . .,, !. . ..’.. -. .,-
. .
=1836 feet per second ‘e”:. . .“.c:.:.:=----::n.
,, .. :“. . . . .. . ,....- ..+,
Calculation of total temperature of a fluid .fron j.etvthrust~--’
The total temperature of a Jet o? fluid discharging from a convergent
nozzle oan be determined i.!the mas~”flow. W,. the jet thrust F; .
the discharge area ~, 8nd the static pressure of the enviromnent
into which the jet is discharging PO are known, A relation between
the to%el temperature T~ and the known quantities can be derived
as follows: The produti of the effeetive velocity parameter
The total temperature can therefore be expressed
.,
aa
. .
.,. .
.
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The ratio of the unknown parameters ue/F%- and p&/W~~” iEI
“e
~
~lmt._.._. =sf2=z (22)
PO&l P@n. ,l@n .“-’.
wq~ ..” .“ :-’. .-
..
Equation (22) could be represented in figure 2 by a straight line “
through the origin of coordiotes with a slope of F/POAn. The valueB
Of ue/Ft and pOAn/W~Zt- tob$”us.ed in.equa~ion (21) are
found at ‘theintersection of the straight line representing equa-
tion (22) and the curve of’velocity parameter or if the nozzle is
underexpanding, the effective velooity parameter. If the specific .
heat of the fluid is variable, the method of suoceseive approxima-
tions should be.used to make the value o? yt;,,cc@patib@ with the .
total temperattie. For examplq the total temperature Tt of the
.
fluid is computed when an underexpanding jetof air flowe from a
convergent nozzle under the following conditions: ‘ “
Mass flow, W; ,lb/~eo. ..-. ”.~,, . .. . ... .. ,,, . . ..60
Discharge area, An, ‘sqf!$...* . , * .. l * . . . . .“. .’s , 2 I
Thrust, F,l b........ . . . . ... ... . . . . . . ...3800
Disch~8e pr~s~ure, PQ, lb/sq i’n~abs~ l l l ~ l s s 9 c c c 6 .
The term F/p& is
F 3800
~= 6x144x2
As a first approximation, 7+. is
,
-. . .
,.
= 2.199
assumed to be 1!34, If a w
straight line is drawn throu~ th~ origin of coordinates on figure 2(b)
with a slope of 2,199, this line wou~d.intersect,the ,curvesof
velocity parameter to the left of the curves marked u = a and thus
indicate that the jet is underexpand@g. At the intersection between .
the line with slope F/p@n and the dashed extension (slope = -1) of
the velocity-parameter curve for >t = 1.34, the values oP-the ,.
effective velocity parameter and the static-pressure parameter would be
.
I
..
.
,
.
,“
*
-.
,. l.le’ -,
,,. .
= 1“.282 70 .
.r
“ @J “,
and
pOA
— = 0.582
,! w @RTt
:,.,~,
From equation (21) the,total temperature therefore is
I-5
.---- .—. _
.-
.—
‘t =
3800 X 6 X 144 X 2 X 32.174
602 X 53.35 x 1,282 “X”O.582
-—
= 1474-0R
.
h figure 4, for a fuel-air ratio of O and a total temperature
of 1474° R, the second approx~tion to the correct value of” yt
i~ 1.352. If the procedure; as described, is repeated for
7-t= 1.352, thetotal temperature Tt is 1480° Rti In figure 4J
the yalue of 7t ,of 1.352 corresponds closely to the temperature
1480° R; hence, the second approximation of the value of 7t is
sufficiently accurate for the calculation of the total temperature.
Where the charts are:applied,to the problem of determining
the total temperature of a jet, the discharge area An should
actually be,rnultipliedby a discharge coefficient CW based on the
ratio of total pressure to static pressure at the discharge cross
section of the nozzle. In practice, discharge coefficients are
based on the ratio of upstream total pressure to discharge static
pressure. Use of the usual discharge coefficients, however, will
not introduce any appreciable error in the calculated temperature.
The total temperature of the fluid in an underexpanding jet
discharging from q convergent-divergent nozzle can also redetermined
if the static ~ressure at the discharge cross section of the nozzle ““
is ~own in addition to the thrust, the discharge area, the mass
flow,and the static pressure in the discharge environment. The
procedure In determining the temperature is the same as that used
for the convergent nozzle except that the straight line draw through
the origin of coordinates on figure 2(a) or figure 2(b) must intereect
the line representing free expansion from the convergent-divergent
nozzle. This line, as previously explained, has a slope of”-l-ad”
intersects the curve of velocity parameter at a value of stati.c-
pressure parueter equal to that computed from the static pressure
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and the total temperature at the disoharge cross section. Because,
in this case, the total temperature is unknown, a series of values
of the total temperature Is assumed and then by trial and error the
position of the free expansion line ,isfound such that the computed
total temperature is equal to the assumed value.
This trial-and-error technique can be oonsi.derablyshortened by
making a simple geometrical construction cm figure 2(a) or figure 2(b).
For example, in figure 6, which is a replot of part of figure 2(b)j
a line has been drawn with slope F/POAn,. Another straight line is
drawn through the origin of ooordinatee.with a slope of F/pnAn
where pn is the static pr9seure at the .dtschargecross section of
the nozzle. From a point A chosen on the line labeled F/p@nY a
horizontal line is drawn intersecting the llne labeled F/pnAn Gti
point B. From point B, a vertical line Is drawn intersecting
the curve labeled u/_t at point C. Through point C a line
ie constructed having a slope of “-1 intersecting the line labeled
F/pOAn at point D. Point A is then moved along the line
labeled F/pOAn and the .constructionrepeated until point D,
determined by the construction, coincides with point A. The final
slant line with slope -1 is the curve representing the free expansion
f’romthe convergent-divergentnozzle considered, The total temperat-
ure can now be obtained by applying the prooedure illustrated by
the example given for the convergent nozzle.
Nonisentropic I&ictionless l?lows
The principal features of several nonisentropic steady flows
in ducts may be described approximately without considering the
effects of wall friction. Examples of such flow processes are
normal compressibility shock, heat addition or combustion, flow In
a tube with an abrupt change l.narea, and flow in the jet pump with
a constant-areamixing length. 13achaf these flows is characterized
by the constancy of the total momentum and the mass flow,
Two states of flow corresponding to a single value of the total-
momentum parameter theoretically are always possible: one subsonic
and the other supersonic. It has been shown (reference 3) that the
subsonic regime corresponds to a state of higher entropy than the
supersonic regime. In nearly all cases the flow, when disturbed,
will be expected to ad~ust itself to the state of higher entropy,
namely the subsoniu regime.
The use of the charts in the solution of problems involving
constant total momentum ia illustrated by the following examples:
.
.
.
“
. .
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Theoretical normal compressibility shock. - When a compressible
fluid flows throwh a tube at a velocity ‘@%ater than the 100al
speed of sound, tie flow may revert mora..ogless discontinuously to
a regime in which the velocity is leSs than:the.local speed of sound.
This phenomenon is called compressibility shock. The conditions at
some distance on either side of the discontinuity are such that
total energy, mass #lowj and total mo~nt~ are conserved”
.. ..:. . ....“,.. ,
If the following conditions of a gas involvr~”ina.normal shock
are givenjthe final velocity, the final static pressure, the initial
and final total pressures, and the ratio of denelties before and
after the shock can be determined:
,..,
.. .
Ratio of specific heatsJ y*, ., l * . . :.. l . .* . .:, 1.40
lKotaltemperature, TtJ ‘Rf, . . . . r . . , c s . . . . . .550
Initial velocity, ul, fk~sec. , f , l * l . l l l l’* *;’*l “1690
Initial static press~e~ Plj lb/sqin.abs.,..., . ...20
The velocity parameter before shock is
uJ@t = “1690 ““: = 1,739 -
~32,174 X53.35X550 ~ ““’” ““
I&om figure 2(a), the value of the static-pressure parameter
P~A/W~~t is 0.327 and the corresponding value of the total-
momentum parameter U1/~~ + plA/W~~t is equal to 2?067.
After the shock to subsonic flow, the total-momentum parameter
remains unchanged at a value of 2..067and this value locates the
point on
region.
subsonic
obtained
momentum
the c~rve of total-momentum parameter in the subsonic
The statio-pressure parameter and other parameters in the
region are then determi~ed. The following quantities
from figure 2(a) correspond to the values of the total-
parameter in the supersonic and the subsonic regions:
..
Supersonic, 1 Subsonic, 2 .
1.739.. 0,”671
& t
-QL.
..327 “1,,399 :– ., .,
W~$RTt . .: . :,, ..
..
2.362 1,765
18 .
The finql v,elocity,is.f,oundfrom the
,.. . ... ,.
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value of u2/~g&j, , , .
,. r-----.“
.. .. .
,..
... .
,’ ,’’...:. ““. . . . ...’. ..
:, ,.. = 32,174 X 53.35 X 550 .. ‘: - ““” .
..
,,, . .
,.. .
., ..= 652.2 f e,et per second , ~
Theflnal static,pressure and the ,Inltialand final total pressures
are found as follows:
.,$ZA ”:,,’,;
....“:.
,.!:.- . .. ...
w q=
P2 =“Pl”~
1*3997 2ofx.—0;327”=,8S,~ po~ds per squaye.inch.absolutePi!: . . . . . , , . , . ,,,’ .,. .“-. .: “.., .’
wq”~%. . ‘ ‘ ; ‘ ..-’,,:. .“’”_’::J’””;“;..,;;’-;,. ”..;:s.;::,,
.,.. ..,! , ..“. . $..0:- i q . .
$t,1A ! ‘., ! . .,, .,....+ . :.,.:-.;,:,. ?. .:..,: . .. . . . . .. . .
wd=~. ,
%)1 = m —. = 20X2”362~:~.~44.5pqw~ds per”.square inch absoluteplA ““’ l.
.“. ‘..’,. ,,”
w~~ ,,, . . ., ,, “ -. ,, . . ,.”.:: ::
... ... ..,,,
.;, :. .,, >... .....
Pt~A .. : . ‘. . .:: . ..
9
. . .. . .;.,: ‘-. . ., .!-. ... .
w t~~
Ft,2 ‘ P1 “- s 20x”*;:=’ ~ “’”’’”-” ““”:”:’ ‘“ ‘108.0 ,pouridspe??eqfiareinch abeolute
PIJ! .:,. .... ‘; . .,, ,- :,.. , !..--,,,:.. i“.
-“
,.. ,“
w&t,’ ‘*, , , .,. ;“ ,;;. .... ,::”,..-.”:.., ; ; . ,., .!.
. ...’..{.
,..
. .. . . . . . . ;.”;
From the equation ~f continuity,.the ratio of the density after shock
to the density before.shock. P#P~ is’aqual to the
the velocities, That is,
In this case, for which y is aoonstant, the
velocity paremetera before ~d after shook is equal
the critical velocity p~ameter (reference 4). For
inverse ratio of
..”
.
produot’ofthe
to the.d@mre of ‘
air
/
.
l
.
.
.
.
,’.
.,
.
.
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. ,&=@==q ,
that is ,,
.
.-
where acr is the critical velooity of sound at whloh the velocity
of the fluid equals the velooity of sound, This relation Is only
approximately valid for shocks in f-luidshaviri vqriable specific
heats.
Combustion in tube of cons&nt &ea. - In an ideal one- “
dimensional steady-flow comimistionprocess in a constant--areaduct,
the total momentum before and after combustion.is constant,
,(WU4 PA)’l= (Wu + pA)2 ‘“
H, for examyle~ the fuel for mmbustion is assumed to be
added with no increase”in the momentum of’the gas stream, the total-
momentum parameter after combustion
(PA + wu)2/w2 ~i@2Tt,2
is
The change in total temperature during combustion can be
detemntned by use of the constant-pressure comlmstion charts described
in reference 5 or by other similar methods. .,
The initial and final velocities and the decrease in static
pressure and total pressure during combustion can therefore be
determined from the followi~ conditions:
Masa rate of air flow, W, lb/see. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.O
Fuel-airratio, f. . . . , . . . .; . . . . . . . . . . . .0.01
Lower enthalpy of combustion of fuel, hc, Btu/lb . . . .
.
-18,9(30
Hydrogen-carbon ratio of fuel, m ; . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.175
. Area of combustion chamber, A, sqin.~ s . . . . ... . . . . 10.0
Total temperature of inlet air, T ,1; OR . . . . . . . . . 600.0
YInttial total pressure, pt,l, lb sq 3n. abs. . . . , , . . . 18.0
.
.
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With the aid of figure 1 of reference 5, the total temperature
after combustion Tt.2 1s found to be 13480 R. The gas constants
of the air and the b~ned mixture, as
53.35 and 53.39 foot-pounds per pound
reduction factors are
~~i = 432.174 X 53,35 x 605
obtained from figure 5, are
%, respectively. The
= 1014.8 feet per second -
and
— . .
‘1gR2Tt,2 =432.174 X 53.39 x 1348 = 1521.6 feet--persecond
The static-pressure, total-momentum, and velocity parameters
before combustion are fouti frcnnftgure 2(c) corresponding to the
value of the initial total-pressure parameter, which is
Pt , 1A
h ~s
Henoe, from fl.gure2(c)
from which
. .
.
= 0.368
+ 1%)1 “
The initial static pressure pl and the initial velocity U1 are
then-calculated to be .16.83pounds per square Inch absolute and
373.4 feet per second, respectively.
I&cm equation (23), the total-momentum parameter after combus-
tion is . .
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I
U2 P2A
+
1014.8
if @2Tt,2
—
W2‘fwt ,2
= 1.01 X 1521.6 x 3.035
= 2.004
The instantaneous value of’the ratio of specific heats after
combustion yt is 1.352 as determined at the total tempera-
ture 1348° R for the fuel-air ratio of 0.01 in figure 4.
At a value of yt of 1,352 E@ at a total-mcxnentumparameter
of 2.004, the values of the flow parameters on figure 2(b) corre-
sponding to the regime of higher entropy (the subsonic regime) are
‘2/~~~ = 0.729
p2A/W2~~2 = 1.275
pt,2A/W2~~2 = 1s672
hence,
U2 = 0.729 X 1521$6
= 1109 feet per second
1.275 X 2.0 X 1.01 X 1521.6
P2 =
10 X 32.174
= 12.li3pounds per square inch absolute
1.672 X 2“,0X 1.01 X 1521.6 -----Pt,2 =
10 x 32.174
= 15.97 pounds per square inoh absolute
The decreases during combustion in static pressure and total
pressure, respectively,
P1-P2 =
=
Pt,l-Pt,2 =
=
are
16.81 - 12.la
4.63 pounds per square inch
18.00 - 2.5.97
2.03 pounds per square inch
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The amount of heat that can be added to a fluid for the given
initial oonditi.onsis a max”~uq when tlie-~velopi.tyof flow after
combustion is equal to the local speed%f sound. The~al choking,
which is evidenced by a decrease in the inlet velocity of flow,
ocours when this limit OS heat addition is exceeded. The minimum
fuel-air ratio required to produce choking for the example cited
is approximately 0.013 pound of fuel per pound of air. This value
was determined by adJusting the fuel-air ratio to the value that
produced the minimum possible total-mcmentum parameter on figu~e 2(b)*
~low in tube with sudden cha~~e in cross sect@* - men a
compressibleflu~w~~~ tube having 4 cfioss-sectio~larea
that enlarges suddenly from area Al to an erea A2 (fig. 7), the
flow oan be defined by the following equation relating the forcet?
aoting on the fluid:
---
WU3 + P3A3 = Wu~ + PIA1 + P2(A2 - AI) (24)
where A3 = A2 and the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to an
upstream section, the section Just downstream o? the point of
enlargement, and a section located a mfficiept distance downstream
that uniform flow again exists, reapect~vely. Beoause the mass
flow W and the total te~perature of the fluid Tt are constants,
equation (24) can be written in term of the dimensionless parameters
as.follows:
The calculations that use equation (25) can be divided into two
olasses: (a) Critical.or supersonic vqlocity at seotton 1 suoh that
the mass flow W, the velooity u~, and the pressure P1 wobld be
unohanged by a reduction 0$ the pressure P2; and (b) subsonic
flow at section 1 such that the mass flow W depends cm the pres-
sure p20
Jm class (a), equation (25) can be used directly to solve for
either of the prtissures p2 or P3 if the other pressure or the
velocity U3 is known together with the mass flow W, or the total
pressure pt,l, the total temperature T%, and the areas AI
and A~,
~ the pre~sul’~ P2 is oi?suoh a value .$hata shock oacurs
within a nozzle terminating at section 1, equation (25) is no longer
applicable beoause the flow cannot be treated as one dimensional,
.
.
.
.
I=
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. As an example of a
and the static pressure
nozzle into an enlarged
problem of the first class, the mass flow
of hot gases flowing through a convergent
tube can be determined at the point of
enlargement for the following conditions: “.’-
.
Downstream area, A2, sqin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . .7
Dotietream static pressure, p3, lb/sq.in. ate.. . . . . . . . 2S
Total temperature, Tt, %.........’. . . . . . . . 2000 -
Upstreamarea5 Al, sqin. . , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
,- Upstream static pressure, T~, lb/sq in: abs.. . . . , . . . . 20 ‘
.-
It is tentatively assumed ,thatthe flow In section 1 1s critical.
I&ornfigure 4 for a total temperature of”2000° R, the value of yt
for air is 1.329. From the slant line marked u = a and the curve
of total-momentum parameter ip figure 2(b); the total-momentum
parameter and static.-pressure
found by interpolation to be
parmeter at cros~ section 1 are
,
plA1 ‘
— = 1,870
w ~-
and
PIA1 ‘= o &)~.
~
.
w m%
The mass flow W is found from the static-pressure
plA1/W~~t -tobe’
.,
w=.
20X 3x32.174 .
0.805~32.174 x53.35 X 20~-
= 1.294 pounds per second
The downstream static-pressure parameter is
.—
.-
parameter
.-..
p3A~ 2Z_x 7X 32.174
—.— — =
~ fm~ 1.294432.174x 53.35 x2000 . ,“- .
= 2.348
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.
From figure 2(c), the total-momentum parameter corresponding
to the downstream static-pressure parameter of 2,348 is
.
The quantity ‘p2A2/Ww% - p2A1/W$~t in’equation (25) can
therefore be computed.
. .
$“%=(G*=)-(2R+52J
= 2.760-1.870
= ~;ago” .,:..,.,,,,.. . ,..-
The static pressure near the point or enlargement therefore is
“’.,
0.890 @~~. .-
P2 =
~-A1
. —.
= 0.890 X 1.29+ q32.174 X 53.35 X 2000
32.274(7-3)
.
= 16.57 pounds per square inch absolute
Beoause the pressure p2 proved to he less than the given statio
pressure pl, the flow in section 1 is actually critioal as assuruod
in the calculation.
An example of the type of calculation ‘ivolved in the solution
of problems of class (b) is given implicltly in the following
example on the Jet pump.
Jet pump. - A Jet pump is a device that uses the momentum of a
“hi.gh-velooityJet to pump a i’luidfrom a,region of low pressure to
a region of high pressure. If the mixing process takes plaoe in
a duct of’constant area,”tie sum of the total momentums of the two
fluids at the entrance section is.equal to the total momentum of the ‘
mixture of fluids at the exit section. “.
In order to illu&rate
of problems of this type,a
the
Jet
use of the charts in tinesolution
pump having a constant-areamixing
.
.
..
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length and an underexpanding convergent-divergent nozzle for the
primary air as’shown in flgm% 8 is assumed to operate under the
following conditions: ‘
.,..
.- .--—-
-.
TWA pressure of primary air,. pt)aj lb/sq in. abs. . . . .
Total temperature of prtmary air,
‘t,a~ % . . . . . . ...
Throat area of nozzle, Aminj sq.in. . . . . . . . . s . . .
Discharge area of nozzle, An a,..Sq in.. . , . , . . . . . .
Total pressure of secohdary air, pt,bj lb/sq in. abs. . . .
Total temperature of secondary air, Tt,b, %“. . , . . . . .
Mlxingarea, A3, sqin. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Discharge static pressura;” P3,-:lb/aqtnY abs. . . . ... . .
. 40
2000
2.00
2.15
14.7
. 540
10
i~ l 25
The mass flows..of-priqnry and seqondary air can then be computed in
z’
the following manne~: Th6fitist~n&neoL~s”value of the ratio of
specific heats of the primary air at 2000° R is found from figure/4
for a fuel-air ratio of O to be 1,329. Because the nozzle iS R
convergent-divergent type operating with an over-all pressure
ratio p/pt less than.the critic@ pressure ratio, the total-
pres.sureparameter nt the throat of the ,nozzl.pis equal to the
critical value uf 1.48i as obtained from figure 2(b) corresponding
to a val-ueof yt af 1.329. The mass flow of primary air is found
from the total-pre~sw?e parameter to be
Wj,a kin
Wa =
l;482-$~”
5..- . ..
.’
4tix ;’:32.i~4
=
1.482~~32.174 X 53.35 X 2000
= 0.9373 pound per second -
Because the total pressure of the fluid in the nozzle is a constant,
the total-prmsure parameters along the nozzle are proportional.to-
the cross-sectional areas alcuig tlie.nozzle. The %otal-PreSsure
parameter at the discharge cross seotio~ is t.herof.ore
.
.
2.15
—,
= 1’482 ‘2.00 .
= 1.593
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As previously explained? the total mo~ntum assoolated with the Jet
froman undwexpanditig nozzle is a consttit equal to the total
momentum of the fluid at the discharge cross section of the nozzle.
The total-momentum parameter corresponding to the total-pressurb
parameter of 1.593 in the supersonic region at a value of yt
Of”~.3~9 (fi$..2(b]] iS
,_&i%_ + Pna ~,a
T
~ a 1.92
q$%Tt,a % %Ft,e,
.,
The total momentum of:the primamy air Is therefore
Waun,a + pn,a%,a =
.1.92X 0.9373 ‘—-——
,32.174 r
X 32.174 X 53,35 X 2000
= 103.6 pounds
The mass flow of seoondary air is found”by cletermlni~ a static
pressure of the secondary air at cross section2, which Is consistent
with the specified discharge statio pressure of 18.25 pounds per
squarg inch absolute. The requtred.s~%tic pressure p2 can be
determined and, helicej the mass flow of secondary air, by assignl~
a series of static pressures p2, tom:.utingthe corresponding discharge
static pressures p3, and graphically finding the value of’ p2
corresponding to the specified value of .p3,
For example, a static pressure P2 of 14 pounds per square
inoh absolute is chosen. The mass flow of secondary air is found
from the static-pressure parameter at cross section 2, The static-
pressure parameter corresponding to a pressure ratio p2/pt,b
of 0.9523 is determined to be 3.185 from figure 3(a).
The mass flow of secondary air ~ is therefore
I?b . P2A2 = 14 X (10-2,15) x32.174
.—
3.185@t,b 2.174 X 53.35 x540
= 1.153 pounds per second
With the aid of figure 2(c) corresponding to a value of
of 3.185, the total-momentum parameter of the secondary
section 2 is found to be
f
p2A2/wb @Tt,b
air at cr ss . .
.
.
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from which ”$hetotal momentum
Wbu2 + p2A2 = 3.492 X
-.is ,
1.153 ‘
~
— 32.174 X 53.35 X 54032.174 , . .
= 120.5.UOt.lIldB ..
The total mnme.nt,umat the discharge cross.section 2, which is
equal to the sup o,fthe momentums.of th~ fluids at cross ‘section2,”
1s .. ,.,. ,,
,.,
(Wa + Wb) U3 .+P3A3 = 103.6 + 120.5 . -
,,
The total temperature of
section l?t3 is.found to he
the .primw?y)andseco~dary air
of the total mmqentum, of,.the
=.224.1 pOUIld8 .
the mixture at-the discharge-cross
1220° 3 from a heathalance between
and the mixture. With these value,s
mass flows’of primary and secondary “
air, and of the mixture temperature, the total-m-omentumparameter
is,computed to be
P3A3 , . 224.1 X 32.174,
*
‘“* (Wa “+Wb)~@t,3 ‘,;.090~32.174 X 53.35 X 1220) . .
\.
= 2.384
,.
l?romfigure 2(a), the static-pressure parameter corresponding
the total-momentum parameter @ 2.384 is. ~ .
. . .,
p#-3
= 1.874
(Wa .+’‘Wb)ffqi
The,a@$iu pressure p3’ is therefore -
. .
to
.
. . .
.-
.
.
=1 874 x21090 ~32.174 X53.35 X 12’20 , , .“:”
P3 .*
.32.174 x’1O .,
,,
=17.51 pounds per,square inch absolute” .
.-
. .
.—
.-
.-
.
.
.
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Similar
Buras.
section
calculations are made for a series of other disoharge pref-
igure 9 presents a plot of the static pressure at cross
2 pn and the mass flow of s%ondary air Wb as funotions
of the disoh&ge static pressure p3. The required static pres-
sure P2 and the mass flow of seoondary air Wb are 14.266 pounds
per square inoh absolute and 0.928 pound per second, respeotfvely.‘
Steady flows with external forces. - The principal external
f’oroesacting on a fluid fl’owing ina duet are frictional forces and
pressure forces exerted on the fluid by the walls of the duct. The
differential equation expressing the relations between the foroes
acting on the fluid is not, h general, readily solved. It is
thecreforb convenient’ to apply approx~te numerical methods .of
solution. The use of the oharts in applying niamerichlmethods to
the solution of the equations of motion permits a considerable
reduoti.onin the amount of lebor in’valved.
The general case of nonadiabatio steady flow of a compressible
fluid with friotion and, continuous changes in area can be desoribed
by’the differential equation relating the foroes acting on the
fluid and by the equa$ioq of oonseryatfon o?.energy. The equation
of motion presented in re$erence Z (equa”tton”(59))can be expressed
in the notatiqn of this report in the following form:
d(Wu + pA) %’2-pdA+~PuPdx=O (26)
where CD is the surfaoe drag coefficient or friotion faotor defined
$as the.frictions force” per unit wetted area divided by the dynamicpressure (1/2 PU ) and P is the wetted perimeter.
Equation (26) oan be transformed into
the form
‘“f ‘(’p(w +pA)x= (WU+P@mO + ~ \
an integral equation of’
dA CD ~u
G- )7Tdx ~ (27)
A solution of equation (27) can be obtained by the method of successive
approximations (referenoe 6), if the area A, the wetted perimeter P,
the total temperature T*, and the gas obnstant R can be expressed
as functions of the distanoe x along the duct, In the application
of this method, the solution is obtained by assuming an adbitrary
relation between the statlo pressure and the distenoe x as a first
approximation. The, s~atic-pressure. par~eter at each distance x
can be computed from the values of area Ax, “mass flow W, total
temperature Tt,x, and assumed pressure px. The veloclty paramete~
corresponding to the static-pressure parame%eroan be obtained from
.
.
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figure 2; the velocity u
h
can then be calculated. From the value
of the Reynold’s number —~ for a duct, where p is tho vtscosity
of the fluld, $~~ &i@io~ factor %,x can ~e computed at any
distance alo~ $$~ dugt: &@a ~~~~~an$t i~ qqu~~ion (26) can
therefore be plotted as a ?unctiop of the ~istance along the duct; ‘
and the area under the curve between the ipitial.di8@ngq
(when x is O) &~ ~~c~gagi~ ~a~ugq of ~~sixmce x canbe
determined with a planlmeter or by some method of approximate
integration such as S@pson;s rule. A rektion between the total
momentum and the distance along the duct can then be found, By
dividimg the total mopentum at a series of pblnts along the duct by
the faotor W
-
approxiinatevalues of the”total-momentum
parameter are determined. These values of total-momentum parameter.
are used to obtain values of statio-pressure parameter from figure 2.
IYom the values of static-pressure parameter, a second approximation
to the variation of static pyessure with distance along the duct is
determined. The process is repeatetlusing the second approximation
to the variation of static pressure with distance along the duct.
Successive applications of the foregoing procadure lead to a relation
between static pressure and distance along the duct that Is
consistent with the equation of motion and the equation of conserva-
tion of energy.
Flight Propulsio~ Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 20, 1947.
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APPENDIX .-
A
a
acr
%
%
f
F
g
ho
M
in
P
P
P~
R
T
Tt
u
Ue
w
SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this report:
area
Velooity of sound
critical velocity of sod
friotion factor or surfaoe drag coefficient (based on wetted
area)
discharge coefficient M uozgle
fuel-air ratio .,..
Jet $hruat ,. .
.. .
zatio of gravitational to absolute unit of mass (32.174 lb/slug)
lower enthalpy of combustion of fuel, Btu/lb
Mach number
hydrogen-oarbon ratio of fuel
wetted perimeter
static preesure
total pressure
gas constant, ft-lb/lb ‘F
static temperature, %
total temperature, %
veloolty, ft/aqo
effective velocity, ft/seo
rate of maas flw”
.
.
.
.
.
.NACA
x
7
yh
7T
Yt
w
P
4
TN No. 1419
---
position coordinate ~ ,. ‘ ‘. .:
ratio of specific heats
,.
effective value of y hefined,by”equatiori,(7)’,
effective value of y defined by equation”(“5’”
31
ratio of specifip:heats’.a~ to-l temp&@ur8 of fluid
. .
absolute ~sc”osity ,’.,, ., “““ .’ I ~ ,
., ,.
density,slugs/cu,tt; . . . . . ... . ~. _:_, .... ..__
sum of ex%ernal forces acting on fltiid per unit length of duet
,.
Numerical.subscz?ipts’are”’used$0 indicate successive-stations,-
within a flow system irrespective“ofthe assignments of other gub-
scripts for geometrical concepts: -.
.. .
..-,
The subscripts a and b “are used to”differentiate
different fluids.
Parameters:
u
@ ~
pA
—.—
vw -t
ptA
——
%otal-presmre
w qm~
——
‘&+ Wik ‘“*’--entm
parameter
parameter
velocity parameter
static-pressure parameter
.-
two ..
.-
32
lb Pinkel, Benjamin,
the computation
NACA TN No. 1419
and Turner, L. Ilichard: Thermodynamic Mta for
of’ the Performance of Exhaust-Gas Turbines.
NACA ARR No. .4B25,1944.
. . .
2. Eicks, Bruce L,, Montgomery, Donald J., and Wasseman~ Robert Ho:
The One-Dlmenstonal Theory of Steady Compressible F2uid Flow in
Ducts with Friotion and Heat Addition. NACA TN No, 1336, 1347.
3, Taylor, G, I., and Maccoll, J. W.: The Mechanics of Compressible
Fluids. Vol. 111 of Aerodynamic Theory, div. H, ch. 1, sec. 5~
W. F. Durand, tid.~Julius Spri~er (Berlin), 1935, pp. 217-218.
(Reprinted, C.I,T’.,Jan. 1943.)
4. Stodola, A.: Steamand’Gas”Turbinesb Vol. I, McGraw-Hill Book
CO., ~C., 1927, p, 84.
5. Turner, “L.Richard, and Lord, Albert M.: Thermodynamic Charts
for the Computation of Combustion and Mixture Temperatures at
Constant Pressure. NACATN No, 1086, 1946.
6. Ince, E. L.: Ordinary Differential Equations. ~ver Pub., 1944~
‘pp. 63-66.
.
—
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TABLE I - CONSISTENT UNITS FOR THE DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
Pressure, p t Aresi;A Mass flow, W Constant, K
(2)
slug/see 1
sq h.
lbjsec . 32.174
lb/sq in. absolute
slug\sec 144
Sq ft
Ib\sec 4633.1
slug\sec 0.0069444
sq in.
lb/see 0.22343
lblsq ft absolute
slug\sec 1
Sq ft
lb/see 32.174
sluglsec 0.49115
sq in.
lb\se c 15.802
in. Hg absolute3
slug\sec 70.727
Sq ft
lbisec 2275.6
sluglsec 0.43314
sq In.
lb\sec +3.936
ft water absolute4
sluglsec 62.372
Sq f%
lbisec 2006.74
lThe conversion factor g, the gas constant R, and the
total temperature Tt are to be taken with the follow-
ing units In order to make the units of the term~~
feet per second:
R
Tt
The velocity u Is to
32.174 lb\alug
ft-lb\(lb)(%}
%
be expressed In feet per second.
2Statlc-pressure and total-pressure parameters are made di-
mensionless by multiplying the parameter computed from
the given numerical data by the factor K.
3Based on density of mercury at 32° F. NATIONAL ADVISORY
4Based on density of water at 59° F. COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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2res-
sure
ratie
*
0.99
:Z
l96
.95
.94
.9s
l9Z
l 91
.90
.89
:%
.86
.85
:%
%
.76
.74
.7$?
.70
.68
.66
.64
.6~
.60
l68
.S6
.54
.52
lso
.48
l46
.44
.42
.40
.38
l36
l 34
.32
.30
.28
.26
l 24
.e2
.20
l la
.16
l 14
l12
l 10
.08
l06
lO4
lOz
.01
TA8L2 11
VALUESOF THE DIXP2MZOHLESSPAR~S FOR CONSTANT SPEOIFIOHEAT
0.14168
.20078
l $?4028
l 28490
l31912
.35023
.3,7901
.40595
.43140
.45561
.47878
.50105
.52255
.S4336
.56s57
.58324
.6gl18
.657S4
.69260
.72657
.7586s
.79191
.02353
.85460
.88521
.9%943
l94533
.97498
1.W444
1.0ss77
1.06301
1.0922s
1.1!2145
1.15076
1l18019
1.20279
1.23964
1.26978
1.300!37
1033120
1.36264
1.30467
1.42740
1.46093
1.49642
1.s3100
1.56790
1.606S3
1.64662
1.68917
1.734S1
;:g:;:
1.80698
1.96640
2.05170
e.17044
2l26S~l
Beolprocal
of velocity
parene%er
7.05841
4.98~
;:go6;
3.13360
2.85625
2.6S846
2.46338
2.31805
2.19486
2.08865
1.99580
1,91370
1.84041
1.77442
1.71458
1.60985
1.52082
1.44384
1.3763S
1.31644
1.26278
1.21428
1.17013
1.12968
1.09238
1.0578S
1.02566
.99668
.96734
.94073
.91557
l89170
.86899
.84732
.82669
.80669
.78754
.76907
.75120
.73s87
.71702
.70058
.664a9
.66871
.65317
.63780
.62254
.60730
l 59201
.57653
.5607s
.54488
.52717
.50854
l40740
,46074
.44185
Statio-
pressure
pareaneter
DA
w-
7.03817
4.95339
4.02524
3.46927
3.08801
2.80522
2.584S~
%2::;
2.12977
2.020ti5
1.9g422
1.83905
1.75270
1.69391
1.6S126
1.52111
1.42689
1.34489
1.2725s
1.20792
1.14964
1.09663
1.04805
1AxM:;
.9E278
.88637
.85208
.61966
.70887
.7s954
.73150
.70460
,67873
.65376
.62960
.60614
.58332
.56103
.53921
l51778
.49666
.47679
.45508
.4s445
.41381
.39306
.37207
.35070
l52875
.30596
l28196
le5618
l W76S
l 19430
l15067
.ne54
Cotal-
messure
mrametel
P@
w-
;:::=
4.1497
3.6138
3.2505
E.984S
2.7788
2.6145
2.4796
2.3664
2.2599
a.1866
2.1138
2.0498
1.w@8
1.E?420
1.8550
1.’7836
1.724Z
1.6744
1.638S
1.5967
1.s666
1.5412
1.5200
1.5025
1.4884
1.4773
1s4691
1.4637
1.4609
1.4606
1.4630
1.4679
1.4750
y:g
1*5164
1.5350
1.6584
x.6059
1,6180
1.5556
1.6992
1.7503
1.8102
1.8s10
MfiMfi
2.1919
2.3482
;:;5L6
5.2623
3.7238
4.8576
7.5s36
11.85s5
Total-
moaentun
parameter
WU+DA
W-
7.1798
6,1541
4.2715
S.7542
B.4071
5.1554
2.9633
~.8113
2.6B78
2.5854
2.4990
2.4253
2.S616
2.3061
2.2575
2.2145
2.14=
2.0844
2.0375
1.9991
1.9675
1.9416
1.9202
1.9026
1.8884
1.8770
1.8681
1.8614
1.8665
1.8534
1.8S19
1.8518
1.8529
1.8664
1.8589
1.8636
1.8692
1.8759
1.8836
1.8922
1.9018
1.9124
1.9240
1.9367
1.9506
1.9654
1.9817
1.9424
2.0187
2.0399
2.06S2
2.0894
2.1189
2.1531
2.1940
2.2450
2.5211
2.3817
Temperature
ratio
0.9271s
.99424
.991s4
998840
.98545
.98248
.97948
.97646
.97341
.97034
l96725
.96414
.96099
.95782
l95463
.95140
.94488
.93823
.9s147
.92468
.91757
.91041
.00311
.89666
.88806
.88028
,87234
.86420
.85587
.84733
.83857
.82966
.82034
.81082
.80102
.79091
.78047
.76967
.76847
.74684
.73474
.72213
.70893
l 69S10
.68053
.6651S
.64881
.63130
,61266
.59239
,57021
l54664
l51795
l4e696
l44761
lW855
ls2702
l26827
Uaoh
number
M
0.11991
.17013
.20905
.24220
.2716Q
.20863
.32366
.34720
.36954
.39090
.41144
.43127
.45051
.46922
.48749
.50536
.54009
.57372
.60650
.63862
.67022
.70144
.73240
.’76318
.79309
.82461
.6554il
.88639
.91761
.94914
.98107
1.o134a
1.04646
1.-
1.11446
1.14970
1.18591
1.22324
1.26183
1.30186
1034353
1.38707
1.43Q78
1.48096
1.53205
1.58655
1.64510
1.70854
1.77951
1.85484
1 l941s0
2.04046
2.I.5719
2.29278
2.46403
2.74635
S.20771
3.69226
.—
saw
ImAu’r KS
.
.
.
.
.
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TA8Z8 III
VALU2S OF TN2 DIN2WSION~SS PARAX8TERS FOR VARIA2ZtE SPEOIFIC HEATS
Ratio or speaifio heats at the total temperature of the rluld y. Or 1.34]
G
Pres- Veloclty Reclproaal statlc- Total- Total- Temperature
sure parameter Or veloclty pressure pressure momentum ratio
ratLo parameter
-t
parameter parameter parameter
L DA
ptA wu+~
Pt
*
u w- ~q w= ~
3.99 0.14169 7.0s761 7.03964 7.1108
.98
7.1813
.20075 4.98127
0.9974s
4.955s0 5.0569 5.1566 .99489
.97 .24634 4.05951 4.02S24 4.152s 4.$2746 .9922!0
.96 .2s499 3.50885 3.47266 3.6174 3.7676 .98969
.95 .31925 3.13230 3.09176 3.2S45 3.4110 .98706
.94 .35041 2.85382 2.S0931 2.9886 3.1597 .98441
.93 .37923 2.63694 2.58876 2.7836 2.9679 .98173
.92 .40621 2.46176 2.41014 2.6197 2.8164 .97903
.91 .43172 2.31634 2.26146 2.4851 2.6932 .97631
.90 .45599 2.19304 2.133Q8 2.3723 2.5911
.89 .47922 2.08672 2.02577
l 97357
2.2762 2.5050 .97080
.88 .50156 1.993sa 1.93000 2.1932 2.4316 .96aoo
,87 .52311 1.91163 1.84508 2.1208 2.3682 .96518
.86 .54400 1.83824 1.7690CJ 2.0570 2.3130 .96233
.85 .56428 1.77217 1.70035 2.0004 2.2646
.84 .58403
.95947
1.71224 1.63789 1.9499 2.2219
.82 .62214 1.60737
.95658
1.52811 1.8636
.80 .65868
2.1502 .954369
1.51820 1.43426 1.7928 2.0929 .94471
.70 .69392 1.44108 1.35260 1.7341 2.0465 .93860
.76 .72810 1.37344 1.28056 1.6850
.74 .76137
2.0087 .9323S
1.31341 1.21624 1.6436 1.9776 .92601
.72 .79389 1.25962 1.15S23 1.6086 1.9521 .91951
.70 .82576 1.21101 1 l 10548 1.5793 1.9312 .912S6
.85709 1.16674 1.05716
% .88797
1.5546
1.12616
1.9142 .90608
1.01256 1.5342 1.9005 .89913
.64 .91648 1.08876 .97118 1.5175 1.8897 .89201
.62 .94869 1.05408 .93254 1.5041
.60 .97867
1.8812
1.02180
.88469
.89636 1.4939 1.8750 .87724
.58 1.00847 .99160
.56 1.03815
.S6227 1.4867
.96325
1.8707 .86957
.83000 1.4822 1.8682
.54 1.06776 .93654
.86167
.7994fi 1.4s04 1.8672 .85357
.52 1.09737 .91127 .77022 1.4812 1.8676 .84621
.50 1.12704 .88728 .742W 1.4846 1.8693 .83660
.4s 1.15678 .06447 .71554 1.4907
.46 1.18669
1.8723
.84268
.82772
.68978 1.4995 1.8765
.44 1.21678
.81856
.82184 .66494 1.5112
.42
1.8817 .S0908
1.24713 .80184 .64089 1.5259 1.8880 .79928
.40 1.27782 .78258 .61754 1.5439 1.8954 .78911
.38 1.30892 .76399 .59477 1.5652 1.9037 .77851
.36 L.34046 .71602 .57255 1.5904 1.9130 .76748
.34 L.37254 .72S58 .55075 1.6199 1.9233 .75593
.32 1.40528 .71160 .52936 1.6543 1.9346 .74390
1.43875 .69505 .50822 1.6941 1.9470 .73120
% 1.47306 .67886 .48732 1.7404
.26 1.50840
1.9604
.66295 .4666C)
.n785
1.7946
.24 1.54486
1.9750
.64731
.70382
.44593 1.8581 1.9908 .68891
.22 1.5S274 .63182 .42517 1.9326 2.0079 .67293
.20 1.62223 .61644 .40432 2.0216 2.0266 .65690
.18 1.66369 .60108 .38312 2.1284 2.046S
.16 1.70746 .SSS67
.63738
.36153
.14 1.75418
2.2595 2.0690 .61729
.57006 .33927 2.4234 2.0935 .59514
l 12 1.80453 .55416 .31611 2.6343 2.1206 .57043
.10 1.85981 .S3769 .2916S 2.916s
.08 1.92172 .62037
2.1515 .54247
.26524 3.3155 2.1870
.06 1.99344 .50166
.50972
.23581 3.9332
.04 2.08139 .48045
2.2292 .47007
.20121 5.0303 2.2826
.02 2.20297 .45393
.416S0
.15544 7.7720 2.35S4 .34243
NATIONAL AOVIS~Y
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TASLX III - Conthuea
VALU8S OF TRE DIM2NSIONLE86 PARAMETERS POR VARIABLE SPSOIFICHEATS - Continued
rRatiO of specific heat8 at the total temperature Of the fluld Yt of’1.X)]
Pres- VelocLty Reciprocal Statia- Total- Total- Temperature
sure parameter of veloolty pressure pressure momentum rat10
ratio parameter parameterparameter parameter
L
PtA
- * — —
Wu+PA
*
~
‘t ~~ w-
0.99 & 14171 7.06686 7.04051 7.1116
.98
;.;:;;
.20077 4.98092 4.95775
0.99768
5.0S89
.97 .2463S 4.05s77
.9953s
4.03032 4.15%
.2Ei506
4;2767 .99299
.96 3.50808 3.47516 3.6200 3.7602 .99061
,95 .31934 3.13143 3.09453 3.2574 3.4139 .98822
.94 l 35053 2.85282 2.81233 2.9918 3.1629 .985S0
.93 .37938 2.63590 2.59205 2.7872 2.9714 .98336
.92 .40641 2.46059 2.41360 2.6235 2.8200 .98090
.91 l 43195 2.31309 2.26513 2.4892 2.6971 .97842
.80 .43626 2.19173 2.13s97 2.3766 2.5952 .97592
.89 .47954 2.08534 2.02887 2.2S08 2.5094 l 97340
.80 .X)192 1.99234 1.93425 2.1980 2.4362 .97084
.87 .52353 1.91011 1.84950 2.1259 2.3730 .96827
,86 .54447 1.83666 1.77361 2.0623 2.3181 .96567
.05 .56480 1.77054 1.70513 2.0080 2.2699 .96306
.84 .58461 1.71054 1.64281 1.9557 2.2274 .96040
.82 .62284 1.60556 1.53337 1.8700
.60 .65951
2.1562
1.51628
.95504
1.439?7 1.7997 2.0993 .94955
.78 l 69490 1.43905 1.35843 1.7416 2.0533 .94397
.76 .72923 1.37131 1.28663 1.6929 2.0159 .93825
.74 .76267 1.31118 1.22258 1.6521 1.9852 .93243
.72 .79536 1.25729 1.16482 1.6178 1.9802 .92645
.70 .82742 1.20857 1.11231 1.5890 1.9397 .92035
.68 .85896 1.16420 1.06422 1.56&I 1.9232 .91412
.66 .89005 1.12353 1.01985 1.5452 1.9099 .90772
.64 .92079 1.08603 .97871 1.5292 1.8995 .90119
.62 .95124 1.05126 .94029 1.5166 1.8915 .89444
.60 .90147 1.01888 .90430 1.5072 1.8858 .88754
.58 1.01155 .98859 .87044 1.5008 1.8820 .88049
.56 1.04152 .96013 .83S37 1.4971 1.8799 .87318
.54 1.07144 .93332 .80797 1.4962 1.8794 .86569
.52 1.10138 .90795 .77897 1.4980
1013139 .88387
1.8804 .85794
.75125
:E
1.5025 1.8826 .84996
1.16151 .86095 .72467 1.5097 1.8862 .84171
.46 1.19179 .83907 .69911 1.5198 1.8909 .83319
.44 1.22232 .81811 .67447 1.5329 1.8968 .82442
.42 1.25312 .79801 .65060 1.5490 1.9037 .8152
.40 1.28428 .77864 .62743 1.5686 1.9117 .805&
.38 1.31588 .75905 .60484 1.s917 1.9207 .79689
.36 1.34798 .74185 .58274 1.6187 1.9307 .78552
l 34 1.38064 .72430 .56114 1.6504 1.9418 .7’7474
.32 1.41402 .70720 .S3992 1.6872 1.9539 .76345
.30 1.44817 .69053 .51893 1.7298 1.9671 .75H0
.28 1.48322 .67421 .49822 1.7794 1.9814 .73897
l 26 1.51937 .65817 .47762 1.8370 1.9970 .72568
.24 1.55675 .64236 .45712 1.9047 2.0139 .71162
.22 1.S9561 .62672 .43649 1.9840 2.0321 .69647
.20 1.63618 .61118 .4L577 2.0789
.18 1.07884
2.0520
.5956S
,684X6
.39472 2.1929 2.0?36 .66268
.16 1.72398 .58006 .37324 2.3328 2.0972 .64346
.14 1.77227 .56425 .38108
.12 1.82448
2.6077
.54810
2.1234 .62220
.32S02 2.7335
.10 1.88198 .53136
g:;:;;
.30362
.69846
3.0362
.08 1.94648 .61375 l 67141
.06 2.02167
l 2’7726 3.4657
.49464
2.223’7 .53968
.24?72 4.1287
.04 2.11444 .47294
2.2694 ,50081
.212%4 & 32S6 2.3274 .45026
lO2 2.24402 .44663 .16657 8.3284 2.4106 .37378
.,.-,-s,.,.m.,#.--”
.
.
l
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VALUES OF T~ DIM8WSIO~SS
Ltio Of the SPi?C~flCheats
Pres-
sure
ratio
L
Pt
0.99
.98
.97
. S6
.95
.94
.93
l 92
.91
.90
.89
.88
.87
.86
.85
.84
.82
.80
.78
.76
.74
.72
.70
.68
.66
.64
.62
.60
.58
.56
.54
.52
.30
.48
.46
.44
.42
.40
.38
.36
.34
.32
.30
.28
.26
.24
.22
.20
.18
.16
l14
.12
.10
.08
.06
.04
.02
reloclty
parameter
u
0.14164
.2007’7
.24648
l 28520
.31947
.35063
.37953
.40656
.43218
.45660
.47985
.6023S
.52394
.54500
.56537
.58519
. 6235S
. 6W43
.69594
.73046
.76404
.79696
.82918
.86094
.89226
.92324
.95396
.98448
1.01466
1.04511
1.07538
1.10568
1.13606
1.16655
1.19727
1.22825
1.25951
1.29122
1.32337
1.35604
1.38936
1.42343
1.45832
1.49416
1.53124
1.56957
1.60949
1.65124
1.69522
1.74191
1.79191
1.84613
1.90602
1.97351
2.05257
2.15067
2026916
TASIJ III- Concluded
PARA~13RS FOR VARIABL2 SPWIFIC HEATS- Concluded
at the total temperatureof the flutd y~ of 1.26]
%eclprocal
of velocity
parameter -
*
7.0s990
4.98087
4.05712
3. S0627
3.13015
2.85200
2.63481
2.45965
2Y 31387
2.19008
2.08399
1099066
1.90863
1.83485
1.76874
1.70884
1.60373
1.51416
1.43690
1.36899
1.30883
1.25477
1.20502
1.16153
1.12075
1.08314
1.04826
1.01577
.98535
.95683
.92990
.90442
.88024
.85723
.83524
.81417
.79396
.77446
.75565
.73744
.71976
.70253
*6ii572
.66927
.653a7
.63712
.62131
.60561
.58989
.57408
.55806
.54167
.52465
. S0671
.48719
.46497
.45684
statlc-
pressure
parameter
PA
u-
7.04529
4.96015
4.03169
3.47682
3.09716
2.81575
2.59558
2.41769
2.26914
2.14286
2.03433
1:9%66
1.85435
1.77839
1.71016
1.64817
1.53903
1.44562
1.36463
1.29308
1.22938
1.17183
1.11964
1.07179
1.02768
.98677
l 94857
.91283
.87915
.84733
.81717
.78839
.76088
.73452
.70919
.68472
.66106
.63807
.61567
.59381
.57240
.55135
.53059
.51007
.48962
.46931
.44884
.42a33
.40743
.386438
.36409
:34114
.31687
.29054
.26099
.22607
.17918
rotal-
pressure
parametex
PtA
w/zq
7.1164
5.0614
4.1564
3.6217
3.2602
2.9955
2.7910
2.6278
2.4936
2.3810
2.2858
2.2030
2.1314
2.0679
2.0120
1.9621
1.8769
1.8070
1.7495
1.7014
1.6613
1.6275
1.5995
1.5762
1.5571
1.5418
1.530U
1.5214
1.5158
1.5131 ‘
1.5133
1.5161
1.5218
1.5302
1.5417
1.5562
1.5740
1.5952
1.6202
1.6495
1.6835
1.7230
1.7586
1.8217
1.6831
1.9554
2.0402
2.1416
2.2635
2.4130
2.6006
2.8428
3.1687
3.6318
4.3499
5.6518
8.9592
Total-
mmentum
parameter
Wu + PA
~mq
7.1869
5.160!3
4.2782
3.7620
3.4166
3;1664
2.9751
2.8242
2.7013
2.5995
2.5143
2*4410
2.3783
2.3234
2.2755
2.2334
2.1626
2.1OW
2.0806
2.0235
1.9934
1.9688
1.9488
1.9327
1.9199
1.9100
1.9025
1.8973
1.8940
1.8924
1.8926
1.8941
1.8969
1.9011
1.9065
1.9130
1.9206
1.9293
1.9390
1.9498
1.9618
1.9748
1.9889
2.0042
2.0209
2.0389
2.0583
2.0796
2.1027
2.12W
2.1560
2.1873
2.2229
2.2640
2.3136
2.3758
2.4684
Temperature
ratio
$-t
.99373
.99160
.98946
.98729
.98511
.98290
.98067
.97844
l 97617
.97388
.97156
l 96923
.96688
.96450
.95966
.95473
.94971
.94455
.93930
.93390
.92838
.92274
.91695
.91103
.90490
.89866
.89222
.88556
.87a77
.87170
.86440
.85585
.84909
.84100
.83261
.82389
.81476
.80523
.79526
.78481
.77377
.76212
.74972
.73661
.72240
.70727
.69069
.67252
.65241
.62978
.60396
.57339
.53571
.48621
.41018
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TABLE IV
VALUES OF TEE DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS AT THE CRITICAL PRE9SURE RATIO
R&o Critical
pressure
spe- ratio
Clflo
heats
--1-
YL
Pt
Ial.40 0.528~
bl.34 I .53625
%.30 I .54340
bl .26
I
.55090
lvelocity
parameter
&
1.0801
1.0733
1.0664
1.0589
Reciprocal Statlc-
of velocity pressure
parameter parametel
.93777
I
.81302
.94438
I
l 83342
Total-
pressure
parametex
1,4604
1.4803
lm4962
1.5128
Total-
momentum
parameter
WU+PA
w-
1.8516
1.8671
1.8794
1.8923
Temper-
ature
ratio
0.83333
.85203
.86697
.88250
%onstant ratio of specific heats.
WA71CSALIWVISCSY
cahmmrss foR ASROWTICS
bVariable ratio of specific heats; value tabulated is ratio of specific
heats at total temperature of the fluid.
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